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Downton Abbey–era style is explored through the life span and extensive wardrobe of real-
existence Edwardian London socialite Heather Firbank (1888–1954), whose treasures, bought
from the world’winning costume designer, Susannah Buxton.A after her death.s night gowns,
tailored fits, and hats, the book also features contemporary photographs and pages from
Firbank’s flavor from about 1905 to 1920, and actually served as inspiration to Downton Abbey’
Beautifully illustrated with fresh picture taking of Firbank’s leading couturiers and the most
effective dressmakers and tailors in London, were gifted to the V&s Emmy Award– The collection
forms an invaluable record of a stylish and wealthy girl’s own style cuttings albums.
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Plenty of pics and readable Another amazing V&A fashion book! I am an Edwardian era fan,
especially regarding dress and society, which means this was ideal for me. Many of the photos
are available in the V& dressed extremely fashionably. How superb that clothing has lasted
therefore a long time. If you love this particular book, I also recommend V&A's House of Worth
and Lucile. Best in the earlier parts This is a really nice book within the fashionable wardrobe of
Heather Firbank, donated to the Victoria & Albert museum. I am hoping to start to see the gowns
in an exhibit one day.A online collection, but I actually enjoyed viewing it together, including
accessories, in the context of Heather's family and somewhat awkward place in society.
Evidently her tastes grew quieter & more conservative as she grew old. One of the best fashion
books One of my favorite fashion books. Great photos, including construction details, period ads,
receipts, hats and accessories. Text is fantastic too. Fabulous!!! Five Stars love this- getting it for
a pal.. Inspiring content. The best parts of the wardrobe will be the previously parts, when miss
fir lender was your & Great pix. Real clothing from a real woman An excellent look at just what a
woman in fact wore at the beginning of the 20th century. Beautiful Book. I went to the style
Exhibit at .. The tale is very interesting, value for money all around! Well worth the price! I went to
the Fashion Exhibit at the V & A in London come early july. Amazing collection, spectacular
photos and enjoyable text. If you love fashion and/or certainly are a lover of Downton Abbey, that
is a book for your collection. Purchased copies of the book as a gift for a pal and myself. Have go
through this through cover to cover twice since getting it last week. very downton abbey!
Beautiful Book and an excellent resource for period costume. Beautiful Apparent photos and
great history. How fantastic that this clothing has lasted so a long time The photographs in this
book are simply just stunning! Beautiful Book. Beautiful book. Gorgeous book. Great insight.. A
good side bar to costume research . A good side bar to costume study for 1912. The photos are
obvious and gorgeous. Want there were more. Up-close information on some garments included.
Was also interesting learning about the many London dressmakers now forgotten..
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